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Hearing his brother’s questioning, Wu Shuhang turned his head to look at him, sneered and spoke, 

“Brother, my good brother, don’t blame me for being ruthless, I am just carrying out Lord Ying’s orders, 

and truth be told, I am your alternate.” 

“What?!” Wu Shutong was dumbfounded all of a sudden. 

He had never imagined that he, as the governor of one of the five military governorates and the most 

trusted beloved of Lord Ying, would have an alternate! 

Moreover, he could not have imagined that this alternate was his own brother! 

He questioned out of the blue, “When did you become my alternate? 

Wu Shuhang smiled, “I was already your alternate before you became the Governor of the Right Army, 

to be exact, I knew about you becoming the Governor before you did.” 

“Bastard!” Wu Shutong roared in anger, “You are my own brother! My own brother, whom I watched 

grow up! You’ve been my alternate for so many years and you never told me?!” 

Wu Shuhang asked in return, “Why should I tell you? This is a top secret mission given to me by Lord 

Ying, you and I are both subjects who serve Lord Ying first and secondly, we are brothers, if you hadn’t 

presumed to deceive Lord Ying, Lord Ying, his old man wouldn’t have asked me to replace you, the fault 

lies in you having personal feelings for Lord Ying!” 

Wu Shutong was terrified, but he said, “I did not! All my life I have served Lord Ying as my God, and he is 

like a god in my heart, how could I deceive him ……” 

“Still sophomoric?” Wu Shuhang said coldly, “My dear brother, you weren’t the only one who heard the 

conversation that the gang had in the tent just now, I heard it too!” 

“What?!” Wu Shutong was instantly struck by lightning as he asked offhandedly, “You …… you’ve been 

following me?!” 

Wu Shuhang lightly said, “Stalking is not so much, for your alternate, not only must you always be ready 

to replace you, but also always feed all the information you come into contact with to the Ying Master in 

real time, in order, to prevent you from hiding something from the Ying Master.” 

After saying that, he looked at Wu Shutong and said with a cold expression, “Big brother, if you had 

honestly reported today’s incident to the Ying Master and apologised to him, the Ying Master might still 

have kept you alive for the sake of our Wu family and the face you have worked so hard for all these 

years, but you are confused, big brother! Have you forgotten the three iron rules of the Qing Breaking 

Society? Those who disobey orders will be executed! Those who deceive the King, beheaded! Anyone 

who is double-minded will be executed! What you have committed is the crime of deceiving the king!” 

Wu Shutong looked at him and asked through gritted teeth, “So you knew that I had lied to Lord Ying, 

and instead of helping me, your elder brother, to hide it, you even reported it to Lord Ying?” 



Wu Shuhang laughed contemptuously and said, “Brother, I have just said that loyalty to the British Lord 

is the most important thing, and the foundation of our relationship is based on our loyalty to the British 

Lord, if you betray the British Lord, the brotherhood between you and me will naturally be gone, and 

you will no longer be my brother, but my and the whole Qing Breaking Society’s enemy! Then you would 

no longer be my big brother, but my enemy and the entire Qing Breaking Society’s enemy!” 
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  As he said this, Wu Shuhang sighed and said with emotion, “My good brother, do you know that I 

have been hoping for this day to come sooner than later for the past 20 years since you became the 

Governor, and as long as I can become the Governor, not only will I be able to control the power of the 

Governor’s Office, I will also be able to receive pills from Lord Ying on a regular basis, and if I promise to 

be loyal to Lord Ying during this period, I may even be able to master the aura during my lifetime. Who 

could not be tempted by such a great offer? What’s more, I am your alternate, I am not out of reach to 

be the governor, once you are abolished, it will be me who will take the throne!” 

Wu Shutong’s heart was overwhelmed with indignation, he did not expect that this brother, whom he 

had brought along since childhood and wholeheartedly nurtured and supported, would betray him at a 

critical moment. 

At this moment, he wanted to fight back and escape, but he felt as if his body was completely 

anaesthetized, and his whole body was limp on the seat. 

With tears in his eyes, he said to Wu Shuhang, “Shuhang, if I die, in the future, Lord Ying will also train a 

replacement beside you, and maybe one day, you will end up like me, I am a lesson for you!” 

“No way.” Wu Shuhang shook his head and said with a bland expression, “I’m not like you, I will never 

betray Lord Ying, his old man!” 

Saying that, Wu Shuhang added, “If I do a good job and Lord Ying rewards me, I will accept it; if I do a 

bad job and Lord Ying punishes me, I will admit the punishment, but I will never deceive Lord Ying to 

avoid the chastisement!” 

Wu Shuhang looked at Wu Shutong and said with a bit of sarcasm in his expression, “Big brother, your 

mistake is that you don’t have the knowledge that I do, you’ve been a governor for so long that you 

think you really have all the tricks, you think you can really hide your little tricks from the British Lord, 

but in reality, the British Lord knows everything you do. Even if I don’t tell the British Lord, perhaps there 

will be Substitute Two and Substitute Three who will tell the British Lord, and even if I don’t kill you, they 

will find an opportunity to kill you and me together!” 

Wu Shutong was stunned, then he let out a miserable laugh and nodded, “Very well, you are smarter 

than me, more decisive and more ruthless than me, I ask myself, if I knew that you betrayed Lord Ying, I 

would definitely try to protect you! I don’t ask you to let me go, I only ask you to take care of your sister-

in-law and your nephews for me!” 

Wu Shuhang smiled, “Big brother, why don’t you beg me for something else ……” 

Wu Shutong’s expression flinched and he questioned out of turn, “Wu Shuhang, what do you mean? Are 

you not even sparing my wife and children?!” 



Wu Shuhang shrugged helplessly and said, “Brother, even if I wanted to keep your wife and children 

alive, Lord Ying would not agree to it. They will definitely hate me to the bone and Lord Ying to the bone, 

such a person, keeping it is a huge hidden danger to the Broken Qing Society ……” 

Speaking of this, Wu Shuhang gave a slight beat, looked at Wu Shutong and smiled, “Big brother, what 

Lord Ying means is …… to cut the grass …… to get rid of the roots!” 

Wu Shutong’s whole person had completely collapsed! 

He never thought that his lightning thought would push himself, and his wife and son, into the abyss of 

doom! 

He burst into tears and begged, “Shuhang, I beg you to leave me a bloodline, even if you want to leave 

me a son!” 

Wu Shuhang shook his head and said coldly, “Big brother, I’ll leave you a bloodline, so who am I going to 

beg to leave me a bloodline after it’s over?” 

Wu Shutong broke down and cried out in pain, “I want to speak to Lord Ying! He has the bloodline of the 

Wu family in his body too, we are all from the same clan, why do you want to kill me so much!” 
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With bloodshot eyes, Wu Shutong looked at his brother without blinking and pleaded in an 

incomparably humble tone, “Shuhang, my good brother, I beg you to bury me with my wife and children 

for the sake of my brother who has taken care of you for half of my life… I have never begged you in my 

life, this is my last request before I die… …” 

Wu Shuhang shook his head and said indifferently, “Brother, if you and I were in Naples at this moment, 

I would teach your family to be buried together without you having to say anything. But right now, you 

and I are in Cyprus, I can’t take your corpse on the plane, there’s no way the airports on either side will 

allow a dead person to enter or leave the country.” 

Wu Shutong choked out, “Shuhang, then you can burn me in a fire when I die and bring my ashes back 

to be buried with them!” 

“Impossible.” Wu Shuhang refused expressionlessly, “In this situation right now, where do you want me 

to burn you? Maybe the Cypriot police will come looking for you before your body is even burnt.” 

Wu Shutong asked him, “Then you can’t just leave me alone in the wilderness of Cyprus, can you?!” 

“How could you.” Wu Shuhang said with relief, “If you were to die in the wilderness in Cyprus, the 

Cypriot police would definitely start with your corpse and investigate the relevant clues, then it would 

definitely be traced back to the flight we came on and lock you in from Naples, and that would bring a 

lot of unnecessary trouble to the Right Army Governorate, so the best way is to let you sleep here in the 

ground for a long time. ” 

Wu Shutong said, “If you bury me, won’t others find my corpse?” 

Wu Shuhang laughed, “The water you drank is a special poison specially configured by Lord Ying for 

traitors, drinking it will not only make you lose all your mobility, but will also gradually rot your organs.” 



After saying that, Wu Shuhang looked at the time and added, “I guess in a few minutes, you will die due 

to the decay of your internal organs, when you die, I will dig a pit and bury you, after an hour, your 

entire abdomen will turn into a cloud of blood;” 

“After a few hours, your body will be completely decomposed from the inside out, leaving only a white 

skeleton;” 

“If you wait for another day, even the white bones will be corroded clean;” 

“By that time, big brother, you will have completely merged into the earth of Cyprus.” 

“Good …… good …… good ……,” Wu Shutong smiled miserably and said weakly: “Really my good brother, 

in that case, then big brother I will wait for you below, this revenge, when we meet in the spring, I will 

find you to revenge!” 

At this moment, although Wu Shutong’s heart was filled with resentment, deep down, he had 

completely resigned himself to his fate. 

He understood that this is what people often say: “One slip of the tongue leads to a thousand hatreds. 

When Xiang Yu made a mistake, he eventually lost his entire world. 

Emperor Jianwen also lost his entire empire with a single thought. 

I, myself, lost the lives of my entire family because of this single thought. 

At this moment, Wu Shuhang only smiled slightly and said casually, “Big brother, when you get there, go 

and meet your parents and the ancestors of the Wu family, you have deceived the Ying Lord, when they 

know in heaven, they are afraid that they will have to clean up the family themselves.” 

Wu Shutong’s expression was appalled beyond measure, it suddenly occurred to him that Wu Shuhang 

was right, every member of the Wu family, for hundreds of years, had to serve the Qing Breaking 

Society, they were extremely loyal to the Qing Breaking Society, if they really met in the spring, they 

were afraid that they would not forgive themselves …… 

At this moment, Wu Shutong completely lost all his thoughts, he let out a bitter smile, only to feel a 

sharp pain hit his heart, as if pierced by several sharp knives, his whole body also became weak beyond 

compare. 

Immediately afterwards, Wu Shutong instantly lost consciousness. 

At that moment, his internal organs had already undergone severe corrosion, and he then gradually lost 

his breath. 
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  Wu Shuhang looked at his brother’s corpse expressionlessly and turned to the three people sitting 

in the back row and said, “Dig a hole with me to bury him.” 

The three men immediately nodded and together with Wu Shuhang, they dug a large pit more than a 

metre deep with their bare hands in the middle of the dense forest by the roadside, using their true qi to 



protect their bodies, and then a few of them threw Wu Shutong’s body into it and re-buried the earth to 

fill it in. 

When all this was done last night, Wu Shuhang patted the dirt on his hands and said to the three of 

them, “When you return, no one is allowed to say a word to the public, otherwise, you will end up like 

Wu Shutong did today, do you understand?” 

The three men looked astonished and immediately said respectfully, “I understand, please don’t worry, 

Governor!” 

Wu Shuhang nodded in satisfaction, “Good! Since they have all heard and understood, then let’s return 

immediately!” 

…… 

At this moment. 

Uncle Changsheng was still in Yanjing looking for clues about Lin Wan’er, and was not ready to depart 

for Jinling immediately; 

The loyalty and courage uncle was still in New York, paddling while investigating, and delayed in making 

progress; 

As for Ding Yuan Uncle Yun Ru Ge, he had just landed in the Far East. 

And at this time, the three of them received a meeting notice from the British Lord at the same time. 

So, the three of them immediately entered the conference software and waited for the Ying Lord to 

appear. 

Before the British Lord appeared, none of the three of them had seen Jian Gong Bo Ou Bo Jun connect in 

yet, so Uncle Zhong Yong joked, “If Uncle Jian Gong doesn’t hurry to connect, I’m afraid he’ll have to be 

punished when the British Lord comes in!” 

Uncle Changsheng said casually, “I think Uncle Jian Gong is probably investigating the relevant clues, so 

if he really has important matters to attend to, he will understand if he is late.” 

Yun Ru Ge had not spoken, she did not have her mind on Ou Bo Jun’s body. 

A minute later, Lord Ying connected in. 

When the other three saw the prompt, they immediately said respectfully, “My subordinates welcome 

Ying Lord!” 

The Ying Lord’s low voice came out, “Gentlemen, the urgent connection, gentlemen is to synchronise a 

message to you.” 

The three men respectfully said, “My subordinates listen with respect!” 

The British Lord said in a cold voice, “Just less than an hour ago, I received the exact news that Jian Gong 

Bo Ou Bo Jun, has died in Cyprus.” 

“What?!” The three of them were instantly appalled! 



No one had expected that Jian Gong Bo would suddenly die. 

Chang Sheng Bo asked offhandedly, “Ying Lord …… subordinates do not understand, Jian Gong Bo is 

superbly strong, even if I want to kill Jian Gong Bo, I am afraid I will have to pay a huge price, what on 

earth can kill Jian Gong Bo?!” 

Lord Ying sighed softly and said, “According to the clues I know so far, Uncle Jian Gong should not have 

died by someone’s hand.” 

Uncle Changsheng asked, “Lord Ying, what do you mean by that? My subordinate does not understand 

…… “wWω.δDζcΗxωz.cǒΜ 

The British Lord said, “Jiangongbo should have died from the Soviet-made ak-630 close defense gun.” 

“What?!” The three men were even more shocked! 

Ou Bojun, who had already mastered Aura, had died from a close-in defence cannon?! 

This was really a bit unacceptable to them. 

Zhong Yong Bo couldn’t help but say, “Lord Ying, didn’t Jian Gong Bo he …… go to investigate the dead 

soldiers’ quarters? How could he be killed by the close defense cannon? This close defense cannon, is it 

that powerful?” 

I have consulted experts in weaponry, this is a very powerful machine gun, with Jian Gong Bo’s strength, 

if he prepares in advance and goes all out, he should be able to withstand two or three rounds head on, 

but if the other side takes him by surprise, he may not be able to block even one.” 

Speaking at this point, Lord Ying gave a slight pause and added: “And the number of shells that can be 

fired from this kind of close defence gun in a minute is …… three thousand ……” 
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The British Lord’s words made the three Counts incomparably appalled. 

Just a moment ago, when they heard Lord Ying say that Jian Gongbo had died, they thought that he had 

met a stronger expert, but now they realised that Jian Gongbo had died from a close defence cannon. 

Originally, they thought that there were very few people left in the world who could hurt them, and that 

they could basically run amok, but today they realised that their so-called cultivation skills were nothing 

in the face of heavy weapons. 

The loyalist uncle who was in New York asked nervously, “Lord British …… what would use a close-in 

cannon against Jian Gongbo?! Could it be the official Cypriot army?” 

“No.” The British Lord said in a low voice, “Jian Gongbo’s corpse, as well as the slugs and shells of the 

close defense cannon, were all within the confines of the dead soldiers’ quarters in Cyprus, which means 

that the enemy had installed the close defense cannon inside the quarters beforehand, and then waited 

for Jian Gongbo to find it, and Jian Gongbo was killed by the close defense cannon just as he arrived at 

the quarters.” 



“Huh?!” The loyalty and courage uncle immediately became terrified and blurted out, “If it’s according 

to what you said, doesn’t that mean that this dead soldiers’ garrison has actually been secretly captured 

by the enemy?” 

“Yes.” Lord Ying said coldly, “The other side must have occupied the Dead Soldiers’ quarters first before 

setting up a death trap here.” 

Uncle Changsheng spoke up, “Lord Ying! The Dead Soldiers’ quarters have always been top secret in the 

Council, and all information about the quarters is only in the hands of the governors of the Five Armies, 

so I really cannot figure out how the enemy found Cyprus?” 

The British Lord let out a long sigh: “You can’t figure it out, and neither can I. Counting the two losses in 

New York and Northern Europe, this is the third time, the enemy seems to know our situation like the 

back of their hand, always one step ahead of us!” 

They know that Jian Gongbao is personally very strong and is very different from the previous dead 

soldiers and primus inter pares, so this time they have placed a heavy weapon like the close defence 

cannon in the dead soldiers’ quarters, in order to kill him completely and not give him any chance to 

resist or escape. This shows that our opponents not only know us very well, but they are also very 

meticulous and their methods are definitely not human ……” 

The other side took over the dead soldiers’ quarters in Cyprus without our knowledge, so I would like to 

know where all the people from the dead soldiers’ quarters in Cyprus have gone? Were all those dead 

soldiers and primus guards killed by the other side silently?!” 

Lord Ying said, “As far as I know, Cypriot officials took samples for testing at several locations on the site, 

but only Jian Gong Bo’s dna was found, which means that before the dead soldiers’ quarters were blown 

into rubble, all the people inside had disappeared!” 

“What?!” Uncle Changsheng was horrified, “There are at least two to three thousand people in a dead 

soldier’s quarters, including dead soldiers and primus inter pares, how did the other side manage to 

silently kill all these people and then transfer their bodies out?” 

Uncle Zhong Yong spoke up, “Uncle Changsheng, could there be another possibility that the other side 

has already recruited these people?” 

“Recruited?” Uncle Changsheng asked rhetorically, “No matter what the situation is, as long as they 

want to survive, they must have a constant supply of antidotes from Lord Ying, what good would it do 

them to be recruited by the enemy? Once the stock of antidotes at the sectarians is depleted, all of 

them will inevitably die. Are all these thousands of people willing to die to fight against our Qing 

Breaking Society?” 

Uncle Zhongyong said, “Then could it be that the enemy has some way of giving them an antidote to the 

poison?” 

Lord Ying said in a cold voice, “Absolutely not! No one can cure the poison in their bodies!” 

Uncle Changsheng said, “That would be too strange! Whether these people are really loyal to the Qing 

Breaking Association or not, but because of the shackles of the antidote, as well as the bonds of their 



families, they must fight for the Qing Breaking Association. If the other side really kills into their 

premises, they will also fight back with all their might, and will never surrender to the other side. 

This also means that there was no bloodshed. …” 

Lord Ying questioned, “Then how do you think things will be?” 

He said, “I think that the other side has bought all the members of the entire station. Perhaps they really 

have the antidote to the poison in these people’s bodies, and once they have done so, these people will 

have no worries. If these people tell them to carry on as usual, they will carry on as usual; if these 

people tell them to withdraw early, they will withdraw early ……” 
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  The four of you can’t do this, not to mention the fact that it is not easy to obtain aura, so it is still 

reasonable to cure the poison for one or two people. Who can afford to consume such a huge amount 

of spiritual energy to cure thousands of people?” 

Chang Sheng Bo sighed, “In that case, this matter doesn’t make sense ……” 

At this point, Lord Ying also lacked some confidence and said to himself, “If it is really as Uncle 

Changsheng guessed, our enemy, must be one of our fellow travellers, and his strength is probably not 

below mine, but there is another explanation that doesn’t make sense, if he is so strong, why did he go 

to the trouble of using a close defence cannon to deal with Uncle Jian Gong? ” 

“This ……” Chang Sheng Bo could not think of the reason either, he muttered, “Perhaps the other side 

felt that their strength was not enough to win, instead they had more chance of winning with the close 

defence cannon.” 

The enemy has already killed one of my counts and destroyed one of my dead soldiers’ quarters, but I 

still know nothing about the enemy, so I have ordered the Five Armies Governor’s Office to stop some 

external activities, and the only ones who are still out on duty are you three. Don’t be reckless.” 

If even Uncle Jian Gong was killed by the close defence gun, then all three of us are definitely no match 

for the close defence gun. Please be more careful, too, Uncle Zhong Yong and Uncle Ding Yuan ……” 

The spy satellites in outer space are said to be able to photograph even matchboxes on the ground, 

even if we cultivate to death, we cannot have such powerful senses ……” 

After saying that, he added, “Ying Lord, since the other side is making good use of the close defense 

cannon, then I think that the odds are that they are not martial artists, much less cultivators who have 

mastered aura, but most likely trained soldiers!” 

“Soldiers?” Lord Ying muttered, “If they were really soldiers, then whose soldiers would they be?” 

Yun Ru Ge said, “Whose soldiers, my subordinate doesn’t have a clue, but my subordinate thinks that 

we can start with the clue of the close defense cannon.” 

Lord Ying gave a hmph and said, “Continue.” 



Yun Ru Ge continued, “My subordinate just looked up the information of this weapon, although this 

weapon has a great killing power, it is actually not considered to be any advanced weaponry anymore, it 

can only be considered to be the first generation of close defense cannon, and it has been decades old, 

the current close defense cannon, the various parameters are almost several times more than it, so, 

through this, it can basically be determined that the other party most likely does not belong to a certain 

country, more likely it is some group or unofficial organization, just like our Broken Qing Society.” 

Lord Ying said indifferently, “That makes sense, if Uncle Ding Yuan has any other opinions, just say them 

all.” 

Yun Ru Ge added, “This kind of decades old weaponry is no longer worth equipping in the eyes of 

mainstream countries at all, and most likely has been dismantled long ago, but it should still be very 

valuable to those private armies, as well as certain anti-government armies;” 

“Although I don’t know who killed Jian Gongbao, I think that the close defense cannon they used was 

probably bought from the black market, so I think that if we start from the black market and trace all the 

transactions of the same type of close defense cannon in recent years, we should be able to find out 

some The trace of the same model should be found.” 

Lord Ying said with approval, “Uncle Ding Yuan’s speculation is very reasonable, if we start from the 

black market of arms, we might really be able to find clues about the other side.” 

Speaking here, he added, “However, the situation is serious at the moment, and the Five Armies 

Governorate does not have any experts under them who are proficient in aura, so we cannot let them 

investigate this matter for the time being.” 

After saying that, he pondered for a moment and said, “Uncle Zhongyong, there is no need to 

investigate the New York matter anymore, you should leave immediately and use the black market for 

arms as an entry point to see if you can find any clues about the trade of close defence guns!” 

The other side is very scheming, so they might have expected us to use the near defense guns as an 

entry point to track them down ……” 

The British Lord said in a cold voice: “Then you should learn the lesson of Jian Gong uncle, everything is 

cautious, no matter what, this matter must be investigated to find out the truth, otherwise the life of 

the broken Qing will hang in the balance!” 
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With the order of the British Lord, the Qing Breakers entered a period of hibernation that had never 

been seen before. 

With the exception of the copper refinery in Turkey, all dead soldiers and Primus guards were forbidden 

to set foot outside their premises, and all members lurking around the world were temporarily 

suspended from contacting their superiors. 

From this moment onwards, only three Earls of the Qing Breaking Association were left to carry out the 

mission of the British Lord: Uncle Changsheng was in China, searching for Lin Wan’er’s whereabouts and 

preparing to leave for Jinling to investigate Ye Chen’s clues; Uncle Zhong Yong was searching for clues to 



the trade of ak-630 close-in defence guns in arms black markets all over the world; while Uncle Ding 

Yuan, Yun Ru Ge, was in the Far East checking for Uncle Changsheng and searching for Lin Wan’er. 

The day after Jian Gong Bo Ou Bo Jun was shot dead, all the members of the copper refinery in Turkey, 

left Turkey by boat. 

Special Envoy Duan Liye, who had been psychologically implicated by Ye Chen with his aura, also 

boarded the evacuated cargo ship with the others. 

They only knew that there had been a change in Cyprus and that the British Prime Minister had asked 

them to evacuate to South Africa immediately. 

The suddenness of the evacuation made sense, so the men did not suspect anything. 

The journey to South Africa was a long one, across the Mediterranean, through the Suez Canal, across 

the narrow Red Sea and then south along eastern Africa, a journey of nearly 10,000 kilometres. 

The ship was well stocked with supplies for the Cypriot copper mines before they left, enough to feed 

and water hundreds of people at sea in the refinery, so they were not too worried about the future, just 

looking forward to landing in Africa and starting a new life. 

But what they didn’t know was that the British Lord was not prepared to let them set foot on land again. 

The ship, and all those on board, were to be laid up in the depths of the Mediterranean, as the British 

Lord had requested. 

One day after the departure of the cargo ship. 

When the ship reached the northern mouth of the Suez Canal, two hundred kilometres from Port Said, 

late at night, the engines suddenly stopped and the ship soon lost power and was floating on the surface 

of the sea. 

A number of welders were now using welding equipment to seal all the windows and hatches of the ship 

with thumb-thick steel bars. 

Everything on the deck that can move has been taken into the hatches, and the welders are also welding 

inside the doors and windows, which means that they cannot get out themselves once the welding is 

complete. 

The men welded quickly, and after welding the doors and windows shut, they quickly returned to the 

hold and welded all the hatches shut from the outside. 

They then went to the cargo hold at the bottom and used wire mesh to cover all the cargo and then 

welded the wire mesh to the bottom of the hold. 

After this was done, they came to a middle-aged man and said respectfully, “Your Excellency, all 

entrances and exits have been sealed, and the cargo has been secured.” 

The middle-aged man who was called the Vice Governor was Zhang Qianshuo, the general in charge of 

the line between Turkey and Cyprus, one of the three Vice Governors of the Right Military Governorate. 



At this moment, Zhang Qianshuo nodded with a sad face and muttered, “Gentlemen, today we are 

sacrificing our lives not only to be loyal to our British Lord, but also to enable our wives and children to 

live better, so I still hope that you will not be too sad.” 

The man at the head of the group laughed miserably, “My lord, our lives and deaths have long been out 

of our control, we can live when the Ying Lord tells us to live, and we have to die when the Ying Lord 

tells us to die ……” 

Saying that, he opened his mouth and asked, “My lord, my only question is, after we die, will Lord Ying 

really give our wives, children and grandchildren freedom?” 

Zhang Qianshuo nodded, “Don’t worry, even if Lord Ying doesn’t put us in his eyes, he still has to put his 

credibility first, otherwise how can anyone else be willing to volunteer to die in the future?” 

A few people were slightly relieved to hear this. 
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  They had long since received orders from Lord Ying and knew that all of them on this ship would 

not escape death. 

What was even more cruel was that their final task was to destroy this ship and all the people on it with 

their own hands. 

And the British Lord’s condition for them to die a generous death was to give their families freedom 

after their deaths. 

For these men, without the antidote, they would still be dead sooner or later, so instead of that, they 

could simply die and still give their families a chance. 

In fact, unlike the Primus Guards and the dead soldiers, these men were Zhang Qianshuo’s inner circle. 

When Zhang Qianshuo brought them here to take up his post, none of their families came with them, 

nor could they. 

From the moment they came to take up their post, they were charged with the attribute of self-

destruction, and once this place needed to be destroyed, they were the executors of that self-

destruction. 

And the reason why the British Lord arranged it this way was also in case something went terribly wrong 

with one of the residences, they would be able to complete the self-destruction in the shortest possible 

time and completely cut off all risks. 

Their families were the key to making them die generously. 

Zhang Qianshuo looked at the time at this point and spoke, “It’s almost time, prepare to sink the ship.” 

The man at the head of the group nodded and took his men and planted directional explosives in the 

bow and stern bilges of the ship. 

After this was done, several men returned to Zhang Qianshuo and handed the detonator to him, saying 

respectfully, “Your Excellency, it can be detonated at any time.” 



Zhang Qianshuo took the detonator and asked him, “All the exits are sealed, right? Make sure that 

nothing can float to the surface after the ship has sunk, otherwise, once other ships find out, they will 

realise that a ship has sunk.” 

The man said with an arching hand, “Don’t worry, my lord, all the cabins are closed, all the doors and 

windows are also closed, and the goods in the cargo hold are all secured with very dense iron nets, once 

the explosion starts, the sea water will instantly rush in, the ship will soon sink, and nothing will float to 

the surface, as for the debris produced by the blast, as it is all iron, it will soon sink to the bottom and 

will not float to the surface. So you can rest assured.” 

Zhang Qianshuo nodded and said, “Now there are only a few of us left to fix, so come with me and go to 

the captain’s cabin.” 

“As you wish!” 

They followed Zhang Qianshuo to the captain’s cabin, then Zhang Qianshuo locked the heavy hatch 

firmly, then took out a bottle of strong wine, poured a few glasses and handed them to the men in front 

of him, then said, “Gentlemen, we have worked together for many years, it is fate that we die together 

today, so this glass of wine will be a tribute to us!” 

They nodded heavily and accepted the cup of wine. 

Zhang Qianshuo clinked glasses with them, tilted his head and drank the strong wine in the glass, then 

picked up the detonator and pressed it without thinking. 

There were two muffled sounds from the cargo hold at the bottom of the ship, and two large holes 

about one metre in diameter were blown in the bow and stern of the ship. 

A large amount of seawater quickly poured into the hold and the ship immediately started to sink at a 

very fast speed. 

However, no one on board was in a hurry to escape. 

The reason was that all of them, except for a few of them, were asleep in their cabins, and Zhang 

Qianshuo had had a special potion added to their meals to put them all to sleep. 

Now, everyone was sealed up in the various compartments. 

The frantic influx of seawater did not revive these people, and one by one they suffocated in their sleep. 

Soon, seawater began to pour into the captain’s cabin, and Zhang Qianshuo, as if dying, sat on the floor 

with several others until seawater filled the entire cabin. 

Twenty minutes later, the 8,000-ton freighter was completely submerged in seawater. 

Due to the preparations made in advance, the cargo ship did not leave any other traces after entering 

the sea, except for causing a whirlpool on the sea surface. The whole ship was like a huge cage, sinking 

headlong to the bottom of the sea …… 

Chapter 5469 

In mid-August in Jinling, the weather was unusually hot. 



In these two recent days, Ye Chen was busy urging Hong Wu to renovate the Champs-Elysees Spa Hotel, 

and as for the Middle East and the matters of the Broken Qing Society, he didn’t even bother with them 

anymore. 

And in the past two days, Ye Chen did not have the time to take care of Hong Changqing. 

However, Hong Changqing was very active and called his chief disciple from the United States to come 

all the way over here, intending to have a serious ceremony to pass on the title of Sect Leader in front of 

Ye Chen, so as to completely clear the line with Tai Chen Tao, and henceforth serve Ye Chen 

wholeheartedly. 

At this moment, Hong Changqing was waiting anxiously at the exit of Jinling International Airport. 

The flight he was waiting for was already half an hour late. 

Just as Hong Changqing was getting impatient, the big screen at the airport finally updated the flight 

information that the flight he was waiting for had arrived. 

After waiting for another half an hour, the passengers of this flight came out of the exit one by one. 

When he saw a tall woman with waist-length hair in the crowd, a smile finally appeared on his face again 

and he waved happily at her, “Dragon, my master is here!” 

The long-haired woman was about 1.78 metres tall, with flowing hair, long straight legs, and a classical 

and transcendent temperament. 

This person is Hong Changqing’s personal senior disciple, Long Siqi. 

He was 30 years old, his father was Chinese American and his mother was of mixed race. His father was 

a disciple of Master Hong Changqing when he was travelling in the clouds, and although he had little 

talent in Daoism and martial arts, he had a real ability to make money, so he donated a lot of money to 

Tai Zhen Dao. 

When he was young, Long Siqi often followed his father to and from Tai Zhen Dao, and at the age of 

eight, he showed his talent in Daoism and martial arts. 

At the age of twenty-six, he broke through to a five-star martial artist, even faster than Hong Changqing. 

Although Long Siqi is a quarter American, her appearance is very little like that of an American, but on 

the contrary, she has an aura of classical Chinese beauty. 

However, with a quarter of American blood, she is a little fairer than the average Chinese girl, and her 

height is also relatively prominent. 

When she saw Hong Changqing, Long Siqi hurriedly took a few quick steps with her suitcase until she 

stood in front of Hong Changqing, before saying respectfully, “Master, why have you even come to pick 

up your apprentice personally?” 

Hong Changqing smiled and said casually, “You’ve never been to Jinling before, you’re not familiar with 

the place, so I’m afraid you’ll be in the dark when you get off the plane.” 

Long Siqi nodded gently and said, “Thank you, Master!” 



After saying that, she couldn’t help but ask, “Master, is there something important that you have 

suddenly asked me to come to China?” 

“Yes, of course there is!” Hong Changqing nodded earnestly, but faked it and said, “But I can’t tell you 

yet today, I have already booked a room for you at the hotel, take you to the hotel first, and tomorrow I 

will take you to meet someone.” 

Long Siqi asked curiously, “Master, who are you taking me to see?” 

Hong Changqing said mysteriously, “Who it is, I can’t tell you now, you will naturally know tomorrow.” 

Hong Changqing did not tell Long Siqi that he had asked her to come to China in order to pass on the 

position of Sect Leader to her. 

A matter as big as the passing of the headship should not, by definition, be made so casual and hasty. 

The normal procedure is for the current Sect Leader and the successor to the Sect Leader to return 

together to the Tai Chen Tao’s dojo and then hold a solemn ceremony in front of all the disciples of Tai 

Chen Tao, and also offer sacrifices to the ancestors of Tai Chen Tao. 

However, Hong Changqing was dreaming of hugging Ye Chen’s thigh, so he was reluctant to go back to 

America to pass on the throne. 

Chapter 5470 

  What’s more, he still had a small thought in his mind, that he must let Ye Chen witness himself 

passing on the throne to Long Siqi. 

This was the only way to ensure that Ye Chen would believe that he had no second thoughts about him. 

That was why he had asked Long Siqi to come all the way from America. 

Although Long Siqi did not know what this master was up to, out of respect for her master, she naturally 

could not ask any more questions. 

It was also out of respect for her master that she did not deliberately look at his cultivation level. 

If she had taken a slightly attentive look, she would have found that this master’s cultivation had 

regressed to a four-star martial artist, one realm below her own. 

When the two of them left the airport, Hong Changqing hailed a car and went to Buckingham Palace. 

Originally, he did not live in Buckingham Palace, but since he knew Ye Chen’s identity, he hurried to 

Buckingham Palace to get a room, for no other reason than to get a little closer to Ye Chen, even if it was 

just a drop in the bucket, it was better than nothing in his eyes. 

When they arrived at the Buckingham Palace, Hong Changqing asked Long Siqi to check in, while he 

went out of the hotel lobby and called Ye Chen. 

At that moment, Ye Chen had just returned to the city from the Champs-Elysees Spa Hotel, and when he 

saw Hong Changqing calling, he picked up and asked, “Master Hong, what can I do for you on the 

phone?” 



Hong Changqing said with fear and trepidation, “Master Ye, you are too kind, I can’t give any advice, I 

just want to ask you ……” 

Ye Chen said casually, “I’m short on time, so just say what you have to say.” 

Hong Changqing said, “Master Ye, my personal senior disciple has arrived in Jinling, and I intend to pass 

on the position of Tai Zhen Dao Sect to this disciple tomorrow, I wonder if you have time, I would like to 

ask you to come and be a witness.” 

Ye Chen laughed lightly, “I’m not from your Tai Chen Dao, you’re passing on your position, what am I 

supposed to witness?” 

Hong Changqing hurriedly said, “Master Ye, my subordinate has sworn to be loyal to you in the future, 

after my subordinate has passed on the position of the head of Tai Zhen Dao, I will formally withdraw 

from Tai Zhen Dao and will only follow orders from you in the future, so I hope you can come and 

witness ……” 

Ye Chen teased, “Heavenly Master Hong, I have the impression that you seem to be a person who is very 

respectful of your master, how come you suddenly want to quit your master now?” 

Hong Changqing felt a hot burning on his face, awkwardly smiled and said, “Master Ye …… as the saying 

goes, a good bird chooses a tree to rest on …… I have great admiration for your strength and character, 

if I can be by your side, serving If I could be by your side, it would not only be an honor for me alone, but 

also for Tai Chen Dao!” 

Ye Chen couldn’t help but laugh, “Master Hong, I didn’t expect that your ability to keep your horses is 

much more powerful than your martial arts cultivation, you have sold out all the ancestors of your Tai 

Zhen Dao over the past thousand years with this one sentence, aren’t you afraid that they will find you 

when they know in heaven?” 

Hong Changqing hurriedly said, “Master Ye, your strength is unmatched by any of the ancestors of the 

Tai Zhen Dao. …” 

Ye Chen laughed lightly and said, “Enough with the flattery, when are you going to give up your position 

to your disciple?” 

Hong Changqing blurted out, “Naturally, the sooner the better, depending on when you are free, Master 

Ye.” 

Ye Chen thought for a moment and said, “Tomorrow morning, you decide the venue.” 

Hong Changqing said, “Master Ye, then let’s go to the Champs-Elysees Spa Hotel! Last time my 

subordinate made a mistake and did not have the pleasure of going in, this time I hope you can give my 

subordinate a chance ……” 

 

 


